
It takes a lot of power to keep your house comfortable 
in the cold. Unfortunately, that extra electricity can lead 
to extra expense—and the colder it gets, the higher the 

cost as your heating system works to keep up.

But a little energy e�ciency can go a long way. 

SEE BACK FOR FIVE WAYS TO SAVE THIS WINTER.

 & HIGHER BILLS
LOWER TEMPERATURES

Energy-Smart Solutions from 
Your Local Electric Cooperative



 

 

 

Air sealing your home is one of the 
best ways to prevent major losses in 
your home's energy e�ciency.

SEAL YOUR CEILING 
AND YOUR FLOORS

TIP #1

Like pulling on a warm winter hat, adding 
insulation to your attic can keep your 
home’s heat nice and snug (and help you 
keep your cool in summer, too).

ADD ATTIC INSULATION
TIP #2

 

Your HVAC works harder when it’s cold, 
and dirty filters just add extra strain. 
Replace them monthly for better 
results.

REPLACE AIR FILTERS
TIP #3

 

 

Lowering your water heater’s setting to 
120 degrees will help you save energy 
and still keep your showers piping hot.

TURN DOWN THE 
WATER HEATER

TIP #4

 

 

Your Energy Advisor is your secret weapon in the 
fight against energy waste. Call your local electric 
co-op today for a free home assessment.

 

SCHEDULE A FREE 
ENERGY ASSESSMENT

TIP #5

FOR MORE TIPS ON SAVING ENERGY,

VISIT POWERMOVES.COM.

5 TIPS TO SAVE ENERGY THIS WINTER 
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